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16.1 The Road to Saiq 
By Colin Brady

It started one sunny morning in Bukha, on Oman’s 
Musandam Peninsula (most days were sunny in Bukha) 
with urgent instructions to get on that day’s TWINGS 
flight down to Ruwi – Terry Tobin, the Production Manager 
wanted to see me. Only the instruction to pack light and 
bring my boots were a clue that I wasn’t in trouble again, 
but you couldn’t be too sure with Terry. That afternoon, 
admitted by the wonderful Mrs. “Marg” Tobin to the big 
man’s lair, I learnt that he and I were leaving that evening 
to stay at Birkat al Mauz, 150 km. into the interior of Oman. 
The following morning, we were going to hike up the Jebel 
Akhdar (the Green Mountain) to mark out a road for a 
detailed survey. I knew Birkat well, from a previous stint 
there, where Taylor Woodrow Towell (TWT) were building 
a school, but other than it was very hot, I knew little about 
the Jebel Akhdar. Gosh, how exciting chums!

In the 1950’s, the inland of Oman paid little attention to 
Sultan Taimur, father of the late Sultan Qaboos, in Muscat, 
and elected Imam Ghalib as their own leader based in 
Nizwa on the edge of the Empty Quarter. Aided by British 
forces, the power of the Imam was steadily eroded by 
the Sultan’s army until his remaining followers retreated 
to Saiq, 2000 metres above sea level in the inaccessible 
highlands of the Jebel Akhdar. In 1959, a daring SAS raid 
scaled the cliffs to Saiq and captured the area, ending 
the rebellion and securing Northern Oman as part of the 
Sultanate. Saiq was thereafter a military base, accessed 
only by steep pathways and supplied by helicopter or 
Skyvan STOL aircraft.

In July 1977, government interest in developing the area, 
partly to ensure it remained supportive of Sultan Qaboos, 
led to Rod Northway, Chief Engineer, securing a contract 
for TWT to carry out an initial reconnaissance of a potential 
road link to Saiq. This would be followed up by an aerial 
survey and then detailed land survey. The hope was 
that this might lead to a project for TWT, but the initial 
work had to be completed within a few days before an 
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inspection flight by the government minister concerned – 
hence the tearing hurry to get moving. 

TWT’s substantial first attempt had run into problems 
due to the heat in the mountains at that time of year. 
Terry therefore decided that a small group, travelling very 
light, would be a better approach. I think my selection 
for the team was because Terry knew I was acclimatized 
from tramping around in the rocks of Musandam and 
could do the engineering for the aerial survey markers. 
Terry, who had been a member of the SAS in the Malayan 
Emergency, was inspired by the victorious SAS assault in 
1959 and saw us recreating history. Unfortunately for him 
(but fortunately for me) we couldn’t achieve much by a 
night attack, scaling the cliffs – we had to work in daylight 
and needed donkeys to carry paint to mark out the aerial 
control points, together with water and our meagre rations, 
so our hike was planned for two days to climb up, and one 
day back. 

We drove to Birkat al Mauz, met our donkey drivers who 
were local men and had drums of white paint and plastic 
jerricans of water ready. They agreed to load up and meet 
us at dawn at the entrance to the main wadi going up to 
Saiq. After supper at Birkat al Mauz site mess, we had an 
early (sleepless, in my case) night. Daybreak came all too 
soon but in fact the rendezvous went very well and we 
were soon ambling along with the donkeys and guides up 
the wadi between cliffs rising 300 metres to left and right. 
Then the sun rose over the cliffs and we started to cook 
as the heat reflected off the red sandstone walls – it was 
mid-July and it was scorchio! I started to flag but Terry’s 
determination kicked in (kicked being the operative word), 
and on we trudged. 

I had been equipped by Rod with a small altimeter and 
was instructed to create numbered markers which would 
be visible in a subsequent air survey, such that the control 
points could be examined by a photogrammetrist, collated 
with the measured altitude and used to produce a 
reasonably accurate initial map. As we started to climb up 
out of the wadi, I put these markers down at the required 
200 metre vertical intervals, clearing an area with the help 
of the team, assembling white painted stones in a circle 
about 4 metres across. Terry got a bit scratchy about the 
time this was taking but I explained that the altimeter 
would only work if I held it completely still, in a lying down 
position in the shade, for at least 10 minutes!

After some very hard going we got above the steepest 
climb and had the benefit of a breeze to cool us down a 
bit. We had fantastic views east and north, down to the 
Batinah coastal plain, but the sea was too far away to see. 

……………..we were to live on tinned food 
eaten cold (donkey body temperature) and 

packets of Jacobs Cream Crackers.

We rewarded ourselves for having got out of the cliffs by 
stopping for lunch. Terry was catering manager for the 
expedition and in true SAS style, we were to live on tinned 
food eaten cold (donkey body temperature) and packets 
of Jacobs Cream Crackers. Since we had three or four 
donkeys, we could have taken some decent grub and a few 
beers, but that didn’t fit with the Captain Oates ethos of 
the trip. Nevertheless, the meal was welcome and we were 
in good spirits as we started to cross a very rough rocky 
area climbing up towards the plateau.

The peace of the afternoon was interrupted by a whup, 
whup, whup noise, and a Police helicopter suddenly 
swooped over as they saw us – what came next was 
straight out of a Biggles book. The chopper didn’t land but 
threw down a tin with a ribbon attached, like a message 
to the Red Baron – in it was a “Private and Confidential” 
letter for me from Western House. Marg Tobin must have 
thought it might be important so arranged for it to be 
delivered by a slightly diverted Police flight – such was the 
power of the Tobins. Sadly, this document, delivered at 
such effort and cost, was a Staff Recovery bill for flowers 
bought on my behalf for my girlfriend, and now wife, Anna, 
- it’s the thought that counts. 

After a very long afternoon, punctuated by my 
artistic efforts, and against a background of scurrilous 
accusations that I was now painting the markers only 
100 metres in height apart, we both ran out of steam and 
were taken to a well-used waypoint on the track, clearly 
well known to our guides and their animals. We camped 
for the night, with Omanis, donkeys and ourselves 
crammed in a shallow cave in a cliff which was obviously a 
frequent stopping point. Our bedding, selected by Terry, 
was a black bin-bag each – which had the disadvantage 
of being extremely hot and excruciatingly uncomfortable 
on the hard ground, but at least it didn’t burden the poor 
donkeys too much. I soon gave up on the bedding, feeling 
like a boil-in-the-bag chicken, lay down on the dirty sand 
and crashed out, exhausted. 

Our bedding was a black bin-bag………. I 
soon gave up on the bedding, feeling like a 
boil-in-the-bag chicken, lay down on the 
dirty sand and crashed out, exhausted.
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Morning came all-to-soon, and after another ersatz meal 
of Olde Oak ham in melted fat, garnished with crackers, off 
we went. In spite of the lack of SAS derring-do, Terry was 
obviously enjoying himself – I didn’t know him very well 
and was a bit scared of him, but our successful first day 
broke the barriers and we began to get on well. His mood 
was further improved when we disagreed over the right 
direction, took his route (of course) and he was proved 
completely correct. I kept very quiet about navigation 
after that and just followed the donkeys – who all knew 
the track anyway. According to our Omani colleagues, 
and given the limits of our translation ability, our route 
took us close to a spot known as Wadi Venom, where an 
RAF Venom fighter bomber had crashed in 1958 whilst 
conducting ground attacks on the Imam’s forces. We 
contemplated a diversion to pay our respects, but decided 
to press on.

At about 10:00 a.m., a pre-arranged Omani Airforce 
chopper arrived overhead with a resupply of paint and 
water. The ground was too broken for it to land, so it was 
necessary for one of us to be winched up and fly forward 
a couple of kilometres until a suitable landing point, was 
located. Terry magnanimously let me have the honour of 
taking the chopper ride - he took the photo and then did 
some press-ups. What he didn’t know was the crewman 
had a Coleman jug of ice water – I drank about half a gallon 
in the 2-minute flight.

Back on the ground with the chopper departed, I confidently 
led off towards my chosen landing point, distinguished (from 
the air) by a steep conical rock. Needless to say, it turned 
out to be amongst a jumble of identical steep conical rocks 
and took ages to find – Terry’s new found sense of humour 
was rubbing a bit thin when, more-or-less by accident, we 
stumbled on the cache, having spent 2 hours to travel what 
took no time in the helo.

Replenished with paint, my circles, which had been 
becoming a bit threadbare, took on a new richness. 
However, we were now emerging onto the plateau near the 
top of the jebel, and didn’t have much more climbing to do, 
so I was reduced to painting markers just to annoy Terry. 
As we approached Saiq, we said goodbye to the donkey 
men and their excellent animals, asking them to keep the 
paint as a remembrance of our trip – I wonder if the locals 
still remember two crazies who tried to paint the green 
mountain white.

The last couple of kilometres were easy going and we 
marched up to the Omani Air Force mess at Saiq and 
begged a beer, then a meal and then a bed. The pilots, 
who were mostly Brits keeping their flying hours up, were 
extremely hospitable and the beer flowed unstintingly. 
They were mightily impressed that we had walked up 
(although the locals do it every day) and entertained us 
very well. Someone, I can’t quite remember who, inserted 
a reference to the SAS raid into the conversation and then 
relaxed and let the plaudits flow.

Our hosts at Saiq very kindly offered to fly us down to 
Birkat in the morning, so there we were, at 10:00 a.m., back 
where we started and the adventure over. Unfortunately, 
government policy changed and no construction contract 
was forthcoming, although the road was built a few years 
later. There was a sting in the tail of this tale though – 
literally - my refusal to sleep in the bin bag allowed a 
large number of small insects, lice or ticks, to leave the 
inhospitable sand of the cave floor and set up camp in 
various regions of my body. I discovered this during a 
shower back at Ruwi, and made an immediate trip to the 
TWT nurse, who prescribed a lot of shaving and some 
bright blue ointment. Green to white to blue – the trip 
had been multicolored and great fun – we even got paid 
to do this stuff! I never had the courage to ask Terry if he 
was similarly carrying passengers, I guess Marg would have 
known though.

———


